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    Our Story

  Learn more about how and why we started our company.


   Our Products

  See what's different about our line of health food products.
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   Supports Improved Skin Texture and a Smoother Skin Appearance
  Smarter’s Marine Collagen comes exclusively from fresh fish, sustainably sourced from pristine waters to provide the cleanest collagen on the market. The marine collagen used in Smarter Skin Collagen has been studied for its ability to improve skin hydration in humans. Because it’s mostly Type I collagen, it matches closely with the amino acid profile of skin.
 Learn more
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    Smarter is Stronger
  We’ve cracked the code to unleash the full antioxidant power of curcumin in the body. Smarter Curcumin contains 95% tetra-hydro curcuminoids, combined with black seed oil for greater absorption and enhanced efficacy. Just 2 softgels a day may help to provide benefits for the body, brain, and natural aging processes!*
 Learn more
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    Smarter is Cleaner
  Get the extra “sunshine vitamin” your body needs — in the clean, plant-based form you deserve. Smarter Vitamin D3 is sourced from lichen, not sheep’s lanolin, and comes optimized with vitamin K2 for vegan-friendly support of calcium absorption and uptake to promote strong bones, not calcified arteries.*
 Learn more
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    Smarter is Tougher
  Most store-bought probiotics are ineffective, simply because the live cultures they include have dismal survival rates. Smarter Gut Health is made with the hardy, soil-based strains that used to enrich fruits and vegetables. Naturally acid resistant, these cultures are tough enough to survive, colonize, and encourage the restoration of order in the gut.*
 Learn more
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    Smarter is Natural
  Don’t settle for sedatives that leave you groggy the next morning — and dependent on a pill to fall asleep every night. Smarter Sleep encourages the restoration — not the replacement — of your natural sleep cycle, to help you fall asleep easily and wake refreshed, with no unpleasant after-effects.*
 Learn more
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    Smarter is Efficient
  Get more nutrient value from your food with less digestive distress. Smarter Enzymes has you covered with a full-spectrum blend of 16 digestive enzymes to help break down starches, proteins, complex fibers, carbohydrates, and fats for maximum energy and minimum waste.*
 Learn more





  

	

	

	

	





  Why Choose Us
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 Better Ingredients
 Clean, potent, and backed by research. Our ingredients are thoughtfully selected and sourced for the greatest efficacy and value to our customers.
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 Smarter Formulations
 Our innovative formulas are developed by industry veterans. We don’t follow market trends, we pioneer breakthrough products based on emergent research.
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 Stronger Results
 There’s no need to question, “Is this really working?” Our supplements are backed by science and engineered for results.
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 100% Natural
 Everything you need, and nothing you don’t. Our supplements are free from chemical coatings, fillers, and synthetic binders.
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 Skin Collagen $59.95
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 Curcumin $39.95
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 Vitamin D3 $24.95
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 Smarter Gut Health $24.95
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 Smarter Sleep $24.95
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 Smarter Enzymes $24.95
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 Smarter Ubiquinol $29.95
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 Smarter Joint Food $24.95
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 Smarter Magnesium Stress & Sleep Formula - Tablets $19.95
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 Smarter Vortex Blender Cup - Next Generation Shaker Cup $12.99
 
 







	     The Need for 
Smarter Supplements
 The truth is, the health supplement industry is broken. Too many brands pile on unneeded ingredients or pump up potency just to one-up the competition.
 In fact, it increases the cost to you and can actually make products potentially harmful. 
Smarter Nutrition supplements are formulated using only the ingredients you need and nothing you don't — regardless of what the competition is doing.
 The smarter approach to supplements doesn’t rely on marketing hype. Our formulations are based on real science and made with clean ingredients that have been proven to really work. At Smarter Nutrition we don’t care about having the most ingredients, we care about having the right ingredients. Now, that's smart.
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 These statements have not been approved by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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  Contact Us
  Smarter Nutrition, Inc. 17870 Newhope St Ste 104 #480 Fountain Valley, CA 92708
Phone: 1-800-976-6118 
Email: support@smarternutrition.com
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    Subscribe
  Sign up to get the latest on sales, new releases and more…
















  

  








  





















  




